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study electronic steering column lock
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Daniela Maffiodo and Raffaella Sesana

Abstract
In the automotive field, the customer requirements for low interior noise and pleasant sound quality inside a vehicle are
getting higher and higher. Various national and international regulatory authorities established and reviewed vehicle inte-
rior noise for the past years. Besides, lots of studies have shown that vehicle noise can influence the driver’s perceptions
and also his or her driving capabilities. To succeed in this scenario, all manufacturers are investing in technology and
research in order to improve their component performance. Working on the noise source so as to reduce the serious-
ness of these noise problems can be really effective. However, various engineering techniques are available to deal with
noise and sound-measuring instruments, and systems can help to identify the nature of the problem and they can also be
helpful in determining the right procedure to analyse the noise problem. This work proposes a procedure to evaluate
the noise originated from an electronic steering column lock device which is used to lock and unlock the steering wheel
according to European safety requirements. In particular, different standards and requirements for loudness evaluation
have been discussed and the formulation of a straightforward procedure, which can be used to evaluate the loudness
according to costumer’s requirements, is defined.
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Introduction

In recent years, all kinds of vehicle manufacturers, for
example, military, aircraft and mainly automobile
industries, have noise reduction and control as one of
the mail goals due to the increasing requirements for
low noise emission. In an effort to decrease and control
the interior noise and levels of vibration of not only the
above-mentioned vehicles but also other equipment,
devices and machines, many techniques have been
developed:1 noise source identification (NSI) tech-
niques2–10 and active and passive control methods.11–15

In particular, passive controls can benefit of the use of
innovative materials, such as piezoelectrics, shape
memory alloys,11 magnetostrictive materials12 and
chiral unit cells,13–18 and their mechanical properties

can be designed within very large range of modulus
and Poisson’s ratio values. Active controls require
external power sources and complex controllers.19–23

The main usage of NSI techniques is to identify the
noise emission from any kind of device including vehi-
cles and machines. This purpose can be reached by
identifying the main parameters that characterize a
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noise sub-source of an object such as position, fre-
quency and sound power radiation. In this way, it is
possible to recognize the most important contributions
to the total noise and then make efficient redesign deci-
sions or simply applying insulation techniques. The
most common techniques available and used nowadays
are based on three methods: sound mapping, near-field
acoustic holography (NAH) and beamforming. Sound
mapping method gives rise to three different NSI tech-
niques, namely, sound pressure level (SPL), sound
intensity and selective intensity, characterized by
increasing cost and level of detail. The techniques based
on NAH are mainly spatial transformation of sound
fields (STSF), non-stationary STSF and statistically
optimized near-field acoustical holography (SONAH).
The last technique for NSI identification is beamform-
ing; it allows directional NSI for exterior vehicle noise
at medium-to-high frequencies. Basically, this tech-
nique enables the estimation of sound pressure contri-
butions at the array grid from different directions.

Christensen and Hald7 worked on a sound field cap-
tured by an array of microphones. They used a stan-
dard delay-and-sum beamformer whose resolution is
limited to around one wavelength, Gade and Hald8

highlighted that a refined beamforming technique based
on different algorithms, for instance, non-negative least
squares (NNLS) and deconvolution approach for map-
ping acoustic sources (DAMAS), might be applied to
increase the spatial resolution. A particular technique is
the moving source beamforming, a useful technique for
noise sources which are in motion, for instance, a car
pass-by, an aircraft fly-over and others.9 Spherical
beamforming is essentially an extension of a planar
beamforming. This type of configuration has the
advantage of being able to cover all directions with
direction-independent angular resolution. It is mainly
used in enclosures, for instance, cabins and rooms
although it can also be used in a free field.

According to Peterson,23 loudness is the sensation
value of the human perception of sound volume. The
evaluation of this parameter provides the human sensa-
tion of sound volume of acoustic signals on a linear
scale. In ISO 226,24 ‘equal loudness contours’, obtained
from a wide reference basis published from 1983 to
2002, are plotted. These contours can be used in many
applications such as noise measurement in car interiors,
engines, exhaust ducts and domestic appliances. In case
of more complex sound situations, other parameters
and functions can help. The critical bandwidth is a
quantitative parameter describing the ear frequency
resolution. The ISO 53225 in the so-called ‘method B’
describes a graphical method for the loudness calcula-
tion in case of complex stationary sounds from third
octave bands, whereas the German specification DIN
4563126 provides a comparable but computational
method for the same calculation.

In acoustics, loudness is usually expressed in
dB(A),27 and the perceived loudness is better described
when critical bandwidths are used. Assuming that ‘a
relative change in loudness is proportional to a relative
change in intensity’,28 a parameter describing a specific
loudness is defined basing on the third-octave band lev-
els following a power law. Specific loudness (N#) is
expressed in sone per Bark. The loudness value (N) is
calculated as the integral of this curve and is expressed
in sones.

The most recent version of the ISO 532 standard for
calculating loudness level is from 1975. As mentioned
before, it describes a method, the so-called Zwicker
process, for manually plotting data on special graphs
to determine a loudness value. Current commercially
available sound quality systems reference this standard,
but use a computer algorithm29 that is not documented
in the standard. Some systems also use more advanced
(and, as of yet, not standardized) processes also docu-
mented by H Fastl and E Zwicker.30 However, it is
known that the results of analysing the same recorded
data with different systems using the more advanced
versions of Zwicker method may not always agree due
to the lack of standardization.

The procedure as reported by ISO 532 starts from
time signal elaboration and third-octave level calculus.
Then, the procedure for the graphic calculation of
loudness level consists of three steps based on a set of
graphs. In a general way, the critical bands of frequen-
cies under 250Hz are grouped, since in the lower fre-
quency range the critical bands are broader than a
third band. The critical bands of higher frequencies can
be approximated by means of third-octave bands in
order to use the third-octave level for further process-
ing. These levels are then entered into a diagram and
the area enclosed by the whole stepped figure corre-
sponds to the total loudness.

The partial loudnesses of the noise are entered as
thick continuous lines. The area under the curve is
equivalent to the one under the dotted horizontal line.
The total loudness can be taken through the height of
this line from the scales on the left and right.

On the other hand, DIN 45631 indicates a BASIC
programme,29 which approximates the said graphic
procedure. This calculation method is identical to the
method via filtering described above. As far as it can
be foreseen, this standard will evaluate the loudness in
the same way as the ISO, but will also save a valuable
time and handwork.

To summarize, ISO 532 describes two similar meth-
ods useful for calculation of the stationary sound loud-
ness, one based on the studies by SS Stevens and the
other on studies by E Zwicker. Also, the DIN 45631
provides the same evaluation, but it uses a computer
algorithm to speed up the process.
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Moreover, the DIN 45631/A131 describes a method
to handle with time-varying and impulsive sounds.
Other techniques are proposed by Zwicker and Fastl28

and Moore et al.32 In particular, for the study of impul-
sive sounds, Boullet33 developed a specific technique
(LMIS, loudness model for impulsive sounds).

The above described techniques may be used in order
to achieve a suitable analysis and control of noise for
automotive vehicles and sub-assemblies under different
vehicle operating conditions, but in order to choose a
method and subsequently a technique, it is necessary to
consider several other parameters such as cost, space,
equipment, time and others.

This work reports an analysis led on an electronic
steering column lock (ESCL) device.

Certainly, the operation of an ESCL device is not
the main source of noise inside any vehicle cabin.
However, it is known that the whole assembling gives
rise to an audible noise during the locking and unlock-
ing processes. Moreover, vehicle manufacturers and
regulatory authorities are getting more and more
demanding for noise reduction not only for comfort
but also, and more important, for safety reasons.

In this article, different standards and requirements
for loudness evaluation have been discussed and the
formulation of a straightforward procedure, which can
be used to evaluate the loudness according to costu-
mer’s requirements, is defined.

The whole process can be subdivided into two major
steps. First, the noise is measured and sampled (data
acquisition). Second, MATLAB� subroutines are used
to process the acquired data and to evaluate parameters
that better represent the human perception of sound,
for instance, loudness. The results yield a better para-
meter of the human being hearing capabilities as stated
by Zwicker et al.29 and Fastl and Zwicker30

General frame

According to the ISO 3745,34 sound pressure p (Pa)
refers to the difference between instantaneous and sta-
tic pressure.

The changes in sound pressure can be huge and then
it becomes convenient to express sound pressure (dB)
and then it is defined as SPL or Lp with respect to a ref-
erence sound pressure. For airborne sounds, the refer-
ence pressure is generally 20mPa.

The equation used to evaluate SPL is

SPL or Lp = 10log10

p2

p2
0

� �
= 20log10 pð Þ+ 94 dB½ � ð1Þ

where p is the root-mean square sound pressure and p0
is the international reference pressure (20mPa).

Sound power (W) is the average rate a source radi-
ates sound energy. Sound power level (PWL or LW) is

defined as the sound emission, which is continuously

radiated from the sound source regardless of the dis-

tance.34 A reference sound power was established to

10212W. No direct measurement for the power level of

a source is available. However, power level of a

machine can be computed from sound pressure mea-

surements. ISO and other standards show procedures

to evaluate such coefficient.
The sound power level is

PWL or Lw = 10log10

W

W0

� �
= 10log10 Wð Þ+ 120 dB½ �

ð2Þ

where W is the acoustic energy of the source given in
Watts (W) and W0 is the international reference sound
power of 10212W.

According to István and Beranek,35 with spherical
source, the radiated sound wave is spherical and the

total power emitted in all directions is W. Sound inten-

sity is defined as the continuous flow of power carried

by a sound wave through an incrementally small area

at a point in the space; it decreases with distance in pro-

portion with sound.
The frequency spectrum of a time domain signal can

be calculated, via a Fourier transform of the signal; the

resulting values are usually presented as amplitude and

phase versus frequency.
Narrow band, octave analysis and fractional octave

analysis36 provide sound description in different fre-

quency bands.
In the study by Peterson,23 an octave band is defined

as a frequency band where the highest frequency is

twice the lowest frequency. Octave bands or 1/3 octave

bands are most often used when measuring sound.
In order to identify energy spikes, a more detailed

noise analysis (e.g. using one-third octave band) can be

performed. To increase accuracy, a narrow band analy-

sis over specified narrow frequency ranges could be car-

ried out.
Fastl and Zwicker30 suggest that the fast Fourier

transform (FFT) spectrum is probably not of interest

when approaching the psychoacoustic measures,

whereas loudness, harshness or annoyance subjective

qualities are trying to estimate a perception.
Octave representation can also be obtained from the

FFT of the time domain signal, with some differences

in resolution at low frequencies.
The unit of loudness are sone and phons. As a refer-

ence, the loudness of a 1000Hz tone with an SPL of
40 dB produces a loudness level of 1 sone (40 phons).
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The human ear is less sensitive to sound pressure
variations in the low frequencies than in the higher
frequencies.

Case study

In this article, the sound analysis of the actuation of an
automotive electronic steer column locking (ESCL) is
analysed.

Regulations such as ECE R18 UN, EEC 74/61 and
95/56 Europe, FMVSS 114 US, FMVR 541/542/543
US and Article 12-2 Japan yield a set of rules and
requirements for reliable performance and quality oper-
ation of this device.

The worm-shaft transmits the high-speed rotation of
DC motor to low-speed rotation of the wheel.
Subsequently, the screw joint, which is placed in the
inner part of the gear, transmits the wheel (gear) rota-
tion into linear vertical movement of the lock bolt.

The whole assembling gives rise to an audible noise
during the locking and unlocking processes and noise
reduction is required for comfort and safety reasons.

Materials and methods

Five different types of ESL have been tested from three
different competitors; their noise emission was mea-
sured. The ESCL may be placed at four positions in a
vehicle cabin but only two were considered. In the first
one, the pin lock was pointing upwards (configuration
G) and in the second one facing downwards (configura-
tion F). Five measurements of each microphone were
acquired for each of the operating procedures (locking
and unlocking) and for each configuration (G and F);
300 measurements were performed. Subsequently, the
signals containing the pressure variation in function of
time were sampled and processed.

A hemi-anechoic room (5m 3 5m 3 3.5m, Figure
1) at SCS-Euroacoustics (Avigliana, Torino, Italy) was
used for the noise measurement. Since there is no inter-
national standard providing information about the
measurement configuration, the acquisitions were spe-
cifically based on the requirements of internal stan-
dards of automotive companies.

The measurements were performed at the distances
of 100mm (A), 500mm (B) and 1000mm (C) distance
and perpendicular to the centre of the lock pin face
(Figure 2). The frequency range of interest was the
whole audible spectrum (from 20Hz to 20kHz). A
sample frequency fs of 51.2 kHz was used.

To avoid structure-borne noise, the devices have
been elastically hanged up and isolated from any object
that may propagate the vibration during operation
(Figure 3).

The background noise was measured by the three
microphones to verify the fulfilment of measurement
requirements.

Figure 1. Hemi-anechoic chamber.

Figure 2. Microphone positioning.

Figure 3. Elastic fixing of the ESCL.
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The signal analysis process can be subdivided into
two major steps. First, the noise is measured and
sampled (data acquisition). Then, MATLAB� subrou-
tines are applied to process the acquired data by means
of 1/3 octave analysis and to evaluate parameters that
better represent the human perception of sound, for
instance, loudness. The results yield a parameter of the
human being hearing capabilities as stated by Alton
Everest27 and Zwicker and Fastl.28

The frequency analysis of the signal was carried out
by means of Constant Percentage Bandwidth (CPB)
analysis, 1/3 Octave bands.

A dedicated MATLAB� code was implemented to
perform the signal conditioning and psychoacoustic
parameter evaluation of sampled signals in time.

Some of the used functions were based on an open-
source code and can be found and downloaded in
MathWorks website.

Both the ANSI S1.1136 and IEC 6162037 specify one-
third octave filtering. The work of Proakis and
Manolakis38 points out many methods that are available
for the design of a digital filter from given specifications.
The ANSI standard specifies the design goal and indi-
cates the design method that must be used (Butterworth
filters and the bilinear transformation). The code in
MATLAB� was written using the ANSI standard.

To solve instabilities and other design problems, a
multirate filter bank was used.38

In order to estimate loudness without using a psy-
choacoustic test, several models are proposed in

technical literature. In Table 1, a summary of models
and respective applications is reported.

According to the companies’ requirements, the ESL
loudness should be calculated according to DIN 45631.
However, the validity of this method has been ques-
tioned for time-varying and impulsive sounds39 because
of dependence of subjective loudness on sound dura-
tion for short bursts of sound.

Results and discussion

Experimental setup validation

Therefore, this section will show some results of one
ESCL.

In Figure 4, background noise acquisition and pro-
cessing, obtained by microphone A and C respectively,
are reported as an example.

In Table 2, the requirements and results are reported.
The test room complies with the specifications and it is
suitable for the measurements.

A total of 60 measurements were carried out per
each specimen.

As an example, in Figure 5, the results of five repeti-
tions of the measurements in configuration F (lock bolt
moving downwards during locking) are depicted for
one microphone position. The five measurements of
each microphone are superimposed in one graph to bet-
ter verify the similarity of the measurements.

Table 1. Summary of the models.

Model function Steady sound Time-varying sound Impulsive sound

ISO 532 B/DIN 45631 (Zwicker) X
DIN 45631/A1 X
Zwicker for temporally variable sounds X
Moore et al. for time-varying sounds X
Boullet-loudness model for impulsive sounds X

Figure 4. Background noise: microphone position A (left) and C (right).

Maffiodo and Sesana 5



It results that acquisitions have a good repeatabil-
ity for both configurations, except for some samples
with configuration F at low frequencies. However, as
can be noticed comparing the third octave spectrum
of the ESCL noise measurements with the third octave
spectrum of background noise, this device generates
mainly high-frequency signals. Therefore, those dif-
ferences at low-frequency are due to the variation of
the energy inside the chamber, coming from electronic
devices. The measurements can then be considered
suitable for the noise analysis, detailed in the follow-
ing section.

Frequency analysis and loudness evaluation

For the loudness calculation, the third-octave spec-
trum analysis provides the specific loudness and the
total loudness according to DIN 45631 Standard,
even though it is not the most convenient analysis
method to be employed for this type of signal, as
reported by Blommer et al.39 In Figures 6 and 7, the
sound analysis of two test configurations are reported
as an example. In the upper plot, the sampled signal
(Pressure (Pa) vs time (s)) is reported; the middle plot
reproduces the one-third octave frequency bands of
this signal; the lower plot reports the specific loudness
with respect to the critical bands (Bark) and the total
loudness, estimated from the previous values of third-
octave bands.

Comparing the loudness graphs (third plot) of each
figure, it is possible to identify the most critical config-
uration. In general, it is clear that the configuration
with pivot downwards (F) has a worse performance
than the configuration with pivot upwards (G); further-
more, by analysing the results of the different opera-
tions of configuration A, it is evident that the unlocking
operation is the movement that produces more noise.

Comparison with other loudness evaluation methods. In the
literature, other procedures, other than ISO 532 and
DIN 45631, are described to examine not steady
sounds. The works by Zwicker, Moore and Boullet

Figure 7. Configuration F: microphone A, unlocking.

Table 2. Background noise requirements.

Requirements Value required Microphone A Microphone B Microphone C

Specific loudness (from 0 to 5 bark) <0.2 [sones/bark] Yes Yes Yes
Specific loudness (higher than 5 bark) <0.1 [sones/bark] Yes Yes Yes
Total loudness <1.2 (sone GF) Yes (0.06 sone GF) Yes (0.063 sone GF) Yes (0.09 sone GF)

Figure 5. Signal analysis (1/3 octave): configuration F –
microphone A. Different lines show the measurement
repetitions (m1–m5).

Figure 6. Configuration G: microphone A, locking.
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suggest other procedures to handle time-varying and
impulsive sounds. Bloomer et al.39 state that impulsive
sounds are characterized for short bursts that last less
than 200ms. In the present case, as the noise lasts for
over than 350ms, it cannot be considered an impulsive
noise. As a consequence, the most suitable analysis for
this sound should employ temporally varying signal
methods. In this work, Zwicker’s and Moore’s algo-
rithm has been implemented based on an already exist-
ing MATLAB code written by Genesis40 and will be
used to analyse the measurement of samples in its criti-
cal configuration (lock bolt downwards during unlock-
ing) for the microphone positioned at 500mm away
from the source.

The above-mentioned models of loudness for time-
varying sounds are similar in their principle to steady
sound models. They take into account temporal mask-
ing, and the loudness is determined as a function of
time.

Figure 8 displays the main stages in loudness calcula-
tion for both models.

Fastl and Zwicker proposed a loudness model for
time-varying sounds.30 This model considers the tem-
poral masking effect for the loudness calculation. As a
matter of fact, a signal can be masked or difficult to be
detected if it is closely preceded by another signal (pos-
terior masking) or by a signal that closely follows it
(previous masking). Zwicker’s model, however, consid-
ers only the first effect.

In this model, depending on signal intensity and
duration, the masking effect is considered to last for a
‘long’ time after the end of the signal. Temporal mask-
ing is modelled by a discharge of capacitors.

Figure 9 illustrates the results of the signal analysis
using the Zwicker’s method described above. Note that
Zwicker’s model allows the calculation of loudness as a
function of time, but it does not give the overall loud-
ness of time-varying sounds.

Moore’s and Glasberg’s work41 has also developed a
loudness model for time-varying sounds. For the loud-
ness analysis, this method develops a procedure similar
to previous methods, but with a finite impulse response
(FIR) filter.

The filter shape depends on sound level. Actually,
the filter slopes at low frequency become less steep
when the level increases. The curve providing the out-
put amplitude of each filter for a certain level models
the excitation diagram. Moore’s method makes use of a
multi-resolution spectral analysis by Fourier transform
to evaluate this diagram. The analysis is performed on
relatively long segments (64ms) so as to obtain a reso-
lution at low frequencies comparable to that of audi-
tory system. In the case of high frequencies, shorter
windows (2ms) are used.

Six FFTs are then calculated in parallel, with tem-
poral windows duration of 64, 32,16 8, 4 and 2ms.
These FFT calculations are used to measure the level in
bands 20–80Hz, 80–500Hz, 500–1250Hz, 1250–

Figure 9. Instantaneous loudness (left) and waterfall representation (right) according to Zwicker’s method – unlocking,
configuration F.

Figure 8. Flow chart: procedure for the evaluation of the
loudness of time-varying sounds.
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2540Hz, 2540–4050Hz and 4050–15,000Hz, respec-
tively. It is important to observe that some temporal
overlap in the analysis is obtained if the excitation dia-
gram is calculated from the spectrum with data extrac-
tion step equal to 1 ms.

To evaluate instantaneous loudness, it is assumed
that it would correspond to the overall activity inside
the auditory nerve on a period of time of about 1ms.
The instantaneous loudness calculation is obtained
from the excitation diagram,41 which is then trans-
formed into specific loudness. In a considered time
interval, the area subtended to the loudness curve rep-
resents the instantaneous loudness.

Figure 10 shows the results of the signal analysis
using Moore’s method for the measured noise of the
sample in its critical operation. Turning to Moore,41 it
can be found that equivalent rectangular bandwidth
(ERB) bands are analogous to critical bands (i.e. a
range of frequencies, which are grouped into one band
because human hearing combines sound stimuli that
are situated in close proximity of each other in fre-
quency). Moreover, as expected, the models provide
different numerical results. Yet, it is important to
remind that these values are coming from two different
models and thus are not directly comparable.

Conclusion

Different standards and requirements for loudness eva-
luation have been discussed aiming at the definition of
a procedure to evaluate noise loudness as an index of
noise comfort in the vehicle cabin.

This research highlights that for the type of analysed
noise (time-varying noise) the required standard proce-
dure is not the most pertinent, as they are best
employed for steady sounds. Besides that, no updating

has been performed to the recommended standard for
years. As a matter of fact, the companies’ requirements
are based on the ISO Standard from 1975.

In this context, the scientific literature was reviewed
and some new methods for loudness calculation (e.g.
Zwicker’s and Moore’s method) were found; however,
they have not been standardized and consequently they
give rise to different results.

Finally, a review of techniques for noise control was
described and future works may use them along with
other tools in order to control and to improve the noise
emission of mechanical systems.
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